
Abstract
This paper examines the role of underconsumption tendencies in the laws of motion of capitalism.

First, underconsumption theories are examined. My conclusion is that underconsumption forces play a

direct role only under restrictive supply and demand conditions, i.e., when labor-power is abundant

and investment is depressed. Then, for the capitalist mode of production, I derive a theory of over

investment relative to consumer demand that applies when economic expansion does not pull real

wages up as fast as productivity grows. Third, I develop the theory of the underconsumption trap as

one result of an economic downturn. I argue that theory of over-investment relative to consumer

demand is a plausible story of the 1920s and the origins of the Great Depression of the 1930s, while

the underconsumption trap was an important reason why the Depression was so deep and long.

Finally, I comment on the possible applicability of the theories to the post-World War II era.
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* Workers under capitalism produce surplus-value, which is embodied in a surplus-product and
realized (through sale) as a money surplus (total pro�ts), which in turn is distributed as industrial and
commercial pro�ts, interest, and rent. The surplus provides most of the funds for capitalist
consumption and accumulation.

1. See Sweezy [1942] and Shaikh [1978] for useful reviews of this literature.

2. While Marx and Keynes saw investment as the key determinant of demand, underconsumptionists
emphasize the dominant role of consumer demand and the passivity of investment.
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3. The issue of the supply of labor-power and the determination of the value of laborpower (and the
wage) is thorny. Marx rejected physical-subsistence theories of wages, pointing to the moral and
historical element in the reproduction cost of labor-power [1977:2751. He also refers to the "customary
supply of labor" beyond which wages are pulled up by capitalist accumulation [1977:763]. Though
superior to the neoclassical reliance on unexplained "tastes" (because it points to the need to
understand the historical context of the wage struggle and the importance of socially-created needs) it
is still hard to pin down theoretically. But one can posit that for any nation there exists a "backward L"
shaped supply curve. Real wages rise until the economy gets to the customary supply of labor where
the curve becomes inelastic. The elastic "tail" shifts up as needs arise or if the working class as a whole
becomes more organized. The curve shifts out with labor-force growth.

The distinction between labor-scarce and labor-abundant hinges on whether real wages rise faster
than productivity as labor-power demand (determined by accumulation) moves along this curve. As
noted in the �nal section, increasing international mobility of capital may prevent labor-scarcity from
persisting.

4. My conceptions of capitalism and USSR-type systems are similar to Sweezy's [1980].

5. Under capitalism, this bureaucratic tension is a combination of the two more basic ones,
competition and class antagonism. Bureaucrats (especially the top ones) slare the power and privileges
of the capitalists-and compete to get more-while often (especially at the lower end) selling their labor-
power.

6. See the discussion surrounding equation (2) below for a further analysis of conditions allowing
production of an "adequate" rate of pro�t. Though realization conditions follow equation (1), strictly
speaking it is not su�cient. The structure of demand must also match the structure of supply (as in
Marx's reproduction schemes).

7. Since most markets are normally in disequilibrium, as Arrow [1959] points out, they behave as if they
were monopolistically competitive.

8. Some will argue that the rate of pro�t in formula (2) is not measured the way that Marx would
prefer: it is not in value terms, nor does it include the wages of unproductive laborpower as part of the
surplus. But that is to miss one implication of the contradiction between social production and
individual capitalist appropriation: while Marx's pro�t rate helps reveal the social nature of production,
capitalists (su�ering from the illusions produced by competition [Marx 1981:Ch.50]) act according to a
rate of pro�t such as (2).

9. It is true that consumption may slump suddenly if consumers su�er from serious cash�ow
problems, but this usually occurs after a downswing has begun.

10. "Wasteful" spending is spending done by capitalists that is neither directly productive (i.e., is not on
productive workers' wages) nor indirectly productive (i.e., is not on means of production or workers
who increase the productivity of productive workers).

11. The other horn of this capitalist dilemma occurs with over-investment relative to supply and causes
the high employment pro�t squeeze to occur, where realization conditions are best but conditions for



the production of surplus-value are poor.

12. This again shows the irrelevance of the theory of "rational" expectations, which con�ates individual
and collective goals.

13. I have some evidence that other countries su�ered from underconsumption problems, which I will
make available to interested readers.

14. US Bureau of the Census [1975:96(C76), l O(A29)].

15. Using Lebergott's urban unemployment rate makes the working class's situation appear even
bleaker than does Coen's [1973] adjusted version of Lebergott's national unemployment rates. In table
II, the unemployment rate averaged 6.2 percent for 1922-29, while for Lebergott's and Coen's national
rates, it averaged 3.7 percent and 5.4 percent. The urban unemployment rate is probably more
meaningful than the national rate, which aggregates two qualitatively di�erent types of labor-power
markets, urban and agricultural.

16. The unionization rate is calculated from US Bureau of the Census [1975:177 (D94) and 126 (Dl)]. It
was 8.3 percent and 7.6 percent in 1923 and 1926. The number of work stoppages is from US Bureau
of the Census [1975:175 (D970, 977)]. They numbered 1553 in 1923 and 1035 in 1926.

17. Bernstein [19601 and Stricker [1983] describe the working class plight during the 1920s in greater
detail.

18. Numbers presented by Kendrick [1961:338-91 indicate that in the private nonfarm economy,
output per labor-hour increased on average by 2.1 percent per year between 1919 and 1929
(compared to 1.7 percent between 1900 and 1916). Hourly money wages in manufacturing increased
by 1.7 yearly between 1919 and 1929. [US Bureau of the Census 1975:170 (D803)]. This suggests that in
the 1920s, unit labor costs fell. Capacity utilization in cycle peaks fell from 94 percent (1923) to 89
percent (1929) [Baran and Sweezy, 1966:237]. The GNP de�ator equalled 100 in 1923 and 1929, and
101 in 1926 [Temin 1976:6].

19. As a percentage of national income, the share of pro�ts and net interest rose from 16 percent in
1923 to 19 percent in 1929 [Swanson and Williamson 1972:58, Table 2]. Most of this was at the
expense of proprietors' income and rent and the shift seems to be the result of increased urbanization.
By looking at R/W, I control for the rural-urban shift.

20. Holt argues that per capita farm income rose signi�cantly during this period. This might undermine
the underconsumption view (and the historian's "farmers' depression"). However, the rise in per capita
income seems to be the result of the migration of the poorer rural population to the cities. With the
decline of farm population, per capita farm income also becomes a smaller determinant of aggregate
consumer demand.

21. It is true that the corporate tax rate rose from 12 percent to 13 percent. But the lower rate was
restored by the Revenue Act of 1928



22. See also Creamer [1954:48] for evidence indicating falling capital-output ratios in manufacturing
during this period. Joseph Gillman's estimates [reported in Castells 1980:33] for the "organic
composition of capital" (following standard Marxian de�nitions) fall between 1923 and 1929.

23. Sirkin [1975] argues that for at least half of the twenty-nine major Dow-Jones industrials studied,
stock prices were in line with earnings and their growth in 1929. This indicates that the stock-market
boom was not totally irrational for individual speculators.

24. Keller uses numbers from Swanson and Williamson [1972], while here I use Kuznets data presented
by R.A. Gordon [1974]. This is simply because Kuznets disaggregated more than Swanson and
Williamson. As far as I can tell, similar aggregates move together; thus I switch between the two sets of
NIPA according to the type of disaggregation required.

25. For 1924-1926, this ratio was 15.5, so that corporate �nancial instability �rst increased and then
decreased. Calculated from US Bureau of the Census [1975:989 (X399)] and Swanson and Williamsson
[1972:581. Minsky [1982:11] presents data showing a rising corporate debt/income ratio. If Minsky is
correct, this strengthens the view that the United States economy in the late 1920s was increasingly
fragile.

26. Monetarists [e.g., Schwartz 1981:241 focus on the rise of the hourly real wage during this period.
But rather than being the result of a labor-power supply curve moving along an imaginary marginal
product curve, the falling hourly real wage probably resulted because employers usually lay o� low-
paid production workers before high-paid "overhead" workers (supervisors, managers, etc.) In any
event, weekly real wages are more important to aggregate demand.

27. For a more general analysis going beyond the Depression, it should not be presumed that worker
resistance automatically rises (or, for that matter, is restricted to Depression levels). Class struggle is a
profoundly political and social process, not reducible to economics. Divisions in the working class,
forms of political and economic organization, and previous experience in the struggle help determine
the working class response.
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